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Ordering from an Alternate Vendor 

Note: Always check quantity on hand first and if there are multiple Vendors showing stock, order 

though one with a higher quantity. 

 

1. Search the part # on the 10 screen, then type /va and enter 

 

2. Set the quantity to check for at 50 so it shows how many each vendor has in-stock 
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Here it’s only showing one vendor with one in stock. If this is the case, let the dealer know that 

they only show one and it’s possible that their inventory could be off.  

 

 

3. After checking availability, verify if the dealer’s pricing will increase and if it does, let them 

know about the change.  

 

In this example, the dealer’s normal cost is $2,991.41 
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4. Remove the customer number and type /f. This will show all the pricing tiers 

 

Ordering through an Alternate Vendor changes it to Dealer pricing at $3,310.81 in this example. 

We also need to let them know they will be paying actual freight and we’re unable to give 

quotes. Make sure they agree to the price before continuing. 

5. If they agree to the change, start an order as normal. At the end of the line for the part 

number, type /va (the ‘a’ will not be visible) and press enter 
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6. It will now list all the available vendors. Select the number of the vendor you’re using 

 

 

7. It will prompt you to choose between a type 3 or 4 dropship. After choosing, it will show you 

the vendor it is shipping from 

 

A type 3 backorder will ship to us and then we ship it to the customer. Typically used if they are a 

credit risk or for any other reason, we don’t want it shipping directly to the customer. Whereas a 

type 4 is ship directly to the customer 

 

8. Finish the ticket and make sure to note who you spoke with and that they agreed to it 

shipping from an alternate vendor and cost differences 


